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Week 1 at the Lane SBDC: 

Tuesday 04/018/2014- I had a brief orientation in the office and met the staff in the office at the time.  I 

then reviewed the library system currently in place at the SBDC; I then began to research library systems 

including cloud based library systems.  I set up and Gmail and Facebook accounts so I could be added as 

a manager to the SBDC’s Facebook page.   

I gained a general understanding of operations at the SBDC and the various roles of staff. The library 

system is very basic consisting of a simple Excel file and a folder of signed agreement forms. I learned 

much about library systems in general and cloud based systems specifically. 

Thursday 04/03/2014- I continued to research library systems. Then, I scheduled a phone conference for 

Monday with Nick Wiley the SBDC’s social media instructor. I emailed Jen Klaudinyi to request a meeting 

to discuss options for improving the library system.  

I determined that there are three basic approaches to implement changes in the library system: 

updating the excel file and creating a database to electronically manage usage, creating a satellite library 

stemming from the LCC main library, or moving to a cloud based system. Moving to a cloud based 

system would require more research regarding ownership of data files and client information among 

other things. Meeting with Jen with help me to better understand the mechanics of these library 

systems and what challenges to expect. 

Week 2 at the Lane SBDC: 

Tuesday 04/08/2014- I spoke with Nick Wiley over the phone regarding the social media tools the SBDC 

uses to engage with clients and the general public. He added me as a manager on the SBDC’s Facebook 

account and described some of the ways I could help improve the SBDC’s online presence. I met with 

Jim Lindly briefly to discuss the ideas I had for the library project and to review questions Jen had sent to 

me in preparation for our meeting. I searched local businesses and “liked” dozens of new pages. 

Working Alongside the marketing managers, Rosemary and Cecile, I’ve been learning how to use 

Facebook. Nick filled sent me access to the client list through Google Docs so I am able to make update 

to the records and I’m learning to use the existing data to expand my social networking skills. 



Thursday 04/10/2014- I began creating posts for Facebook. I interviewed Tulsi Elizabeth Wallace, 

Instructor and Business Advisor for the SBDC, regarding social issues discussed in Freeman’s article. Also, 

I added new books to the current system. 

Creating posts has helped me to learn about the advising services, classes, and other resources offered 

at the SBDC. Meeting with Tulsi was insightful and encouraging. Nearly all the employees at the SBDC 

are part time and are each integral to the functioning of the organization. I look forward to gaining more 

in-depth knowledge of each person’s specific focus. 

Social Issues Interview with Tulsi Elizabeth Wallace 

Question 1: 

Have recent changes in union sentiment had a noticeable on worker’s rights? 

Tulsi explained that before she had become an instructor she had not been a member of a union. When 

she began teaching she was overloaded with students and struggled to find a resolution, but with union 

representation she was eventually able to negotiate a more reasonable work load. Tulsi expressed to me 

that she feels that the role of unions in our society is grossly misunderstood and that unions receive 

undue blame for tension between managers and employees in many industries.  

Question 2: 

How are changes in the health care system viewed by small business owners? 

Tulsi told me that many small business owners have long wanted to provide health care to their 

employees, but have faced confusion. Engagement in the process is more accessible to employers and 

employees, but questions still arise regarding who is profiting and what it will mean for long term 

infrastructural changes. Tulsi spoke to me of Adam Smith, known as the Father of economics and the 

world’s first free market capitalist, and how some of his ideas regarding capitalism are used to justify 

business practices which benefit few at the cost of many, while much of Smith’s body of work goes 

unread or ignored which offers a more socially responsible approach to economics.  

Question 3: 

Can you describe the role of the immigrant workforce in Eugene? 

Tulsi indicated that large percent of the entrepreneurs in Eugene are of immigrant backgrounds who 

seek new opportunities to innovate.  She also said many hold positions in nurseries and other 

agricultural occupations. Tulsi explained that many are involved in LOHAS a movement toward healthy, 

sustainable living and that throughout the supply chain immigrant workers filling positions with 

eagerness and pride in their work. 

  



Reading Reflection revisited 

I believe I am more optimistic about social changes in the U.S. than Freeman’s position seemed to 

express in her article. I think the way forward is communication. I understand that rhetoric can be and is 

used to manipulate others, but I also believe that it isn’t terribly difficult to identify when this is 

happening. I believe rhetoric can and does reveal truth when used to answer questions. If people are 

passionate about various issues they will continue to ask questions and truths will be revealed.  

I also believe that there are many people in the world working toward positive change. Doing small 

things make an impact even if the results are long in coming. Leaving a place just slightly better than 

when you arrived expresses positive change. Showing an interest, listening to others, giving a little extra 

time for things expresses value and worth in the things we do and the world we share. When others see 

the ever small impact of simple acts they too can know that it’s in their power to make change.  People 

give up and stop trying when they feel overwhelmed and powerless, but each person has the power to 

do something to make an impact. Each person has choices. Each person has a voice. Our abilities and 

our voices are not always realized but they do exist. Even with all the polarized opinions in our nation 

today, at least people still feel empowered to express themselves. Real danger comes when people are 

silenced. In the world today, communication is more accessible than ever. I see communication as the 

way toward greater understanding and shared truth. 


